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For about two decades, hardware designers have been trying to use high-level synthesis (HLS) tools. The primary goal of high-level synthesis tools has been to increase design and verification productivity by raising the level of abstraction and by defining the architectures using less code. In addition, the idea is to also reduce complexity and the number of bugs introduced due to human-error, increase simulation speed, and facilitate exploration of alternative micro-architecture choices. 



This article describes the work done at Texas Instruments (TI) to research the suitability of the latest generation of HLS tools for hardware design. Particularly, the analysis is focused on C-to-Silicon Compiler from Cadence Design Systems. The findings will interest RTL designers and architects who might be considering adoption of HLS tools, methodologies, and flows.



Past experience with High Level Synthesis

At TI, multiple HLS technologies and tools have been investigated. These were based on C/C++, custom languages, as well as SystemC in recent projects. The limitations and challenges faced were manifold. Some tools focused either on control logic or data-path thus limiting their applicability. Others would have custom constructs or languages, making integration with existing flows inefficient. And in most cases, it was difficult to generalize the performance of a tool across various designs as tools gave different results on different designs – one tool could deliver better results than another on one design but would be worse on a second design.



In almost all cases, one advantage was noticeable – designs implemented at a higher abstraction level indeed accelerate the implementation process and reduce the occurrence of low-level implementation bugs that are routine in RTL code. It is also easier to quickly try different operating points for frequency and explore the tradeoffs – something that cannot be practically achieved in an RTL flow. 



Requirements for adoption of HLS tools

Before HLS flows can be adopted in the mainstream, there are two major requirements for the technology to fulfill. First is the return on investment, and second is the maturity and ease-of-use of HLS tools. 



1. Provide sufficient value to justify the costs of adoption

a. Equal or better than hand-coded designs in terms of quality of results in implementation 

b. Order of magnitude improvement in design productivity

c. Equal or reduced verification workload



2. Maturity, ease-of-use requirements for tools

a. Help designer understand when a design is optimal

b. Unified/integrated solution for control and data-path 

c. Extensive debug support and visibility into high level implementation

d. Tight coupling with industry accepted synthesis tools

e. Equivalence checking 

f.  Incremental synthesis for ECO

g. Clean RTL output

h. Ease of integration of structural components (memories, hard macros, etc.)
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How do SystemC simulations perform these days compared to C or C++?

About 5 years ago we used SystemC to develop models of our designs during the architecture exploration phase.  Synthesis from SystemC was immature at that point, so we did not perform any synthesis from SystemC, but we had hopes to move in that direction.  The stumbling block we hit was the performance of the SystemC models, which was somewhere between one and two order of magnitude slower than C or C++.  We found that there was a lot of simulation overhead involved in using the SystemC data types, which was the primary cause of the poor simulation performance.  Following that experience, SystemC was not used for subsequent projects.

If the tools or libraries for SystemC have improved since then, we may have to take another look at it.  I've always believed that SystemC held great promise as an integrated synthesis and verification language.
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Frank, you bring up an interesting point about the history of High Level Synthesis.  The architects of C-to-Silicon Compiler were well-aware of the many shortcomings of the previous generations of HLS tools (Behavioral Compiler and Visual Architect were 2 or 3 generations ago).
Thus CtoS was designed from the ground-up to specifically address these shortcomings.
Namely:  
 *SystemC adds value over C++ to better describe hierarchy, concurrency, and other hardware care-abouts in an _industry standard_ way (important to develop full methodologies!).
 *Tight Integration to implementation flows means great QoR with predictable logic synthesis timing closure and ECOs.
 *Complete design support means the big productivity gain works for all design logic –not just the datapath.
 *And now since all the logic is driven by HLS, functional verification moves up to TLM which offers the largest productivity gains.
 *Plus CtoS still you full visibility and control of everything via its very modern GUI (unlike those previous tools)

These add up to show why now is the time where technology is enabling the next required step up the design abstraction curve. And why many large, complex designs are being taped out using CtoS.
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I was an earlier user of Cadence's previous HLS offering, back in the '90s when they bought an HLS tool from a Swedish company, integrated it into SPW and called it Visual Architect.

Back then we only used it on DSP designs, and we got similar big boosts in productivity compared to manual RTL coding -- but with many of the same caveats mentioned in this article: unfamiliar design flow, limitations on debug capability/visibility, etc. One benefit of that earlier HLS approach was that design capture was graphical, so it was at least a more familiar flow for existing SPW users.

Fast forward 15 years to today, and it looks like the deck chairs have been rearranged, but fundamentally, not that much has changed for HLS.

Back then, our HLS flow looked much like the flow described in the article, except that our design entry was in SPW + Visual Architect, which had high level models in C++ and the output was an RTL controller and an RTL DSP block. Back then we used Synopsys for RTL synthesis, but Cadence did have their Build Gates synthesis tool they bought from Ambit.

So today Cadence offers "C-to-Silicon". C++ models are now System C models that the user must write -- no more block diagram design capture -- Build Gates has been replaced with RTL Compiler (a big improvement), and Synopsys now owns the SPW tool. Let's not forget that Synopsys was also offering Behavioral Compiler back then, which fell by the wayside just as Visual Architect did.

Around and around in circles we go!
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Our experiences at Cadence working with customer designs has shown that datapath-oriented designs require about 10x less lines of code in SystemC vs. RTL, while control-oriented designs are around 3-4x less lines of code. That's lines of code...the bigger efficiencies are gained in being able to verify and debug at a higher level and easier re-use, and these are less dependent on the nature of the design.
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It would be nice to see efficiency for a range of designs. I would expect control oriented designs and data path designs to have very different efficiencies. Can we get some more examples?
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zeeglen "Hone the product definition with exact definitions and specifications at regular intervals." Too often marketing views this as a way to tack on ever more functions - on the...
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Stargzer In here we have one of our best developers: Pegleg. He's recoding the VW emissions firmware to finally meet US Emissions specs, he's converting all the Voyager 1 and 2 code from...
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Stargzer @Kungfu: Here's the software development department for the Obamacare exchanges. OUCH!  Too close to home, but it's still funny! But remember, most of that was done by...
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dt_hayden I am not sensing the outrage in the public, mostly sensationalizing by the media.  (I'm guessing the Kardashians are having an ebb in their relationships, making plenty of...
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junko.yoshida Hi, Eric! Thanks for looking up the article! (I had almost forgotten about it). It was posted in Sept., 2000! Time flies! Vendors race to pack cameras into cell phones http:...
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spike_johan You posed a couple of interesting points. The one I'd like to respond to is where you remarked, "Each group goes off to figure out their part of the product." That is certainly...
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marcopol I don't want to defend VW here, but there are many guys from US carmakers hiping this scandal in the media. I agree with you. Every carmaker is doing anything possible to succeed...
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mated Just wondering how many of the "backups" had to be used?
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Bert22306 A quote from the article: In his new book, Our Robots, Ourselves, David Mindell, a professor at MIT, argues that machine autonomy is a myth. "Yes, automation can certainly take...
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"Yes, I am aware all paths on the process flow chart eventually terminate at 'Bite the Neck.'"
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possible to enlarge graphics?: 
This issue is not unique to your article, but is it possible to have graphics enlaged when they are clicked, rather than just reloading the...

dt_hayden on Micron Extreme NOR ... 
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November Cartoon Contest: 
I think there was a misunderstanding when this was labelled as a "Turn Key" project.

Parreco on November 2015 Cartoon ... 
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Motion: 
You should see him when he really gets into a task.  It's poultry in motion!

Stargzer on November 2015 Cartoon ... 
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Patience: 
Don't rush him.  You'll know he's done when his timer pops up.

dt_hayden on November 2015 Cartoon ... 
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Busy: 
Tom is busy working on the new giblet-bit, I mean gigabit transceiver.

dt_hayden on November 2015 Cartoon ... 
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